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SEALINER PS
True to CVSTOS’ pioneering design, the Sealiner overturned existing
expectations by introducing an ingenious nautical style. The latest
interpretation of this iconic collection is the new Sealiner PS. A combination of
inimitable signature features that underscore a timepiece simply incomparable
with any other on the market.
Technical sophistication and teak wood create an unmistakable identity
Directly inspired by the propeller of a motor yacht, the small second indicator
interplays with the transparency of the skeletonized calendar disc displaying the date
through an aperture at 6 o’clock. Beneath the Super-Luminova coated dauphine
hands that match with the beveled hour markers, the sophisticated dial captures a
high-tech parade of bridges and plates overlapping the refinement of CNC processed
inlaid teak wood.
The open caseback unveils the complex arrangement of the CVSTOS CVS410
caliber. Housing a high-density Tungsten alloy rotor, this self-winding mechanical
movement beats to the rhythm of 28,800 vibrations per hour.
Introducing the new CVSTOS Azure Blue tint
Crafted in steel, 5N rose gold, or two-tone combination, the case is also available
coated in classical Navy Blue or in the new CVSTOS Azure Blue tint with its luminous
hues.
Revealing new perspectives through sapphire crystal porthole apertures
Polished and satin-finished, the tonneau shaped case asserts its strength and
identity through the purity of its lines and the geometrical harmony of its curves. The
additional engravings recall nautical patterns and four sapphire crystal porthole
apertures positioned on the lateral side of the case draw the eye’s attention to the
working of the movement from an unexpected angle.
A yacht for the wrist
Fitted with a screw-down crown designed according to the model of a yacht’s deck
filler cap, the case is water-resistant to 100 meters. The Sealiner PS is to be worn
with a rubber or alligator leather strap featuring a folding clasp.
Powerful streamlined design engineered by CVSTOS
Speed, power, and elegance underline this exceptional timepiece, where the
aesthetic codes of mega yachts and streamlined design converge to form a bond that
will propel the CVSTOS Sealiner PS towards new horizons.

